
Life Safety Keeper
MOONIN Tech
Service
This statement will be o�ering a true 
happiness in the secure living space.
Spacious, free-thinking and a healthy 
spirit, expertise and research and 
development the writers based on hi-tech 
that all products are safe to use believes 
tech, more secure life than our all 
neighbors and people ranging from the 
elderly in the Infant production through 
by creating a space, is a statement which 
is the cornerstone to enjoy our true 
happiness always open (guardian), you 
will open your future.

Writers Tech is large, which can occur in a variety of 
inside and outside our everyday home infant 
facilities and educational facilities, government 
o�ces, public facilities, hospitals and health care 
facilities, care facilities and nursing homes, 
businesses and companies etc. We human beings 
live every living space as from small accidents and 
risks in advance to protect and eliminate the 
dangerous contrast to the key and exit turn to be 
safe, we will continue to create our secure living 
space.

http://www.moonin.co.kr / http://www.safetong.com
+82-031-932-9320



DOOR SAFETY 
GUARD

NON-SLIP
STAIR

 SAFETY

CORNER
GUARD

Tech writers to 
ensure safety in the 
door is to prevent the 
entry of wind-proof 
and vermin. 

Corner guards are 
well absorbed.
High-end products 
prevent injuries!!

◀ Install a Door Safety Guard(OO Middle School)

▲ Install a Door Safety Guard

▲ Corner Guard & Cap

PREMIUM / STANDARD SIZE 25mm / 35mm / 45mm

Wrap a niche part of the door and the doorframe can help 
prevent accidents such as hand jamming. The installation 
side protection possible Nurseries, kindergartens, homes, 
etc., etc. of wooden doors, tempered glass door.     

Excellent body and object protection with a strong impact 
absorption space.
There are nine colors in the product.   

Orange

G Brown Oak Cream W Wood Find Solid

Mustard Beige White Gray Wood Black

[Door Safety Guard Premium]

[Door Safery Guard Standard]

[Corner Guard 8 Colors]

Safe non-slip aluminum 
non-slip stair classified 

nine minutes (A Luxury 
slip) colors gray, brown, 

black, green, brown stone 
brown on how to attach a 

knife block or a silicone 
adhesive, piece construction .
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